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Overview of the Records

Repository: New York State Archives

Summary: These are small amounts of unrelated archival materials from
several sources. They were gathered and retained by the State
Library but remained unprocessed prior to transfer to the State
Archives as state government records.

Creator: New York State Library

Title: Assorted archival records

Quantity: 2 cubic feet

Inclusive  Date: 1790-1928

Series: A0635
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Scope and Content Note

A0635-78: These are small amounts of unrelated archival materials from several sources. They
were gathered and retained by the State Library but remained unprocessed prior to transfer to
the State Archives as state government records.

Included in a group pertaining to the state's geology are published copies of the annual reports
of the Geological Survey for 1838 and 1839; of the state geologist for 1882 and 1885; of bulletin
no. 85 (Economic Geology 12) on hydrology, 1904; and several geological quadrangle maps
associated with other museum bulletins.

Also present in the series are receipted newspaper bills for printing in agricultural, daily, and
weekly papers, and for bill posters, advertising the 1904 New York State Fair at Syracuse;
"chart statements" on assets, liabilities, and income of insurance companies sent to the
Insurance Department (1883); extradition papers from the governor's office on a variety of
cases (1896-1923); and maintenance orders for goods and services provided to the New York
House of Refuge, Randall's Island (1928).

A0635-00: This accretion consists of damaged, scattered documents collected by the State
Library after the 1911 Capitol Fire. Records include petitions by the legislature on a variety of
subjects; correspondence from the offices of governors George Clinton and Daniel Tompkins;
election returns; school returns; accounts and minutes from the office of the director of the
State Museum; and other materials.
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Use of Records

Access Restrictions

A0635-00:Restricted due to severe burn damage.Use with supervision of archivist.

Administrative Information

Custodial History

A0635-00: This material was alienated from several collections during the 1911 Capitol Fire
and was not properly identified, processed, or refiled.

A0635-00: Some, but not all, material is apparently estrayed from Archives series A0242-77,
Commissioner's Annual Reports of Schools; A0204-78, Petitions; A0084-77, Governor
Tompkins' Records; and A0142-77, Governor Clinton's Records.
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Access Terms

• Archiving
• Governors--New York (State)
• Financial statements
• Printing, Public
• Extradition--New York (State)--Cases
• Insurance companies--New York (State)
• New York (State)
• Minutes (administrative records)
• Receipts
• Petitions
• Election returns
• Education--New York (State)
• Randalls Island (N.Y.)
• Geological maps
• Bulletins
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• Reports
• Geology--Research--New York (State)
• Syracuse (N.Y.)
• Annual reports
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